Introduction lated to lipid deposition and metabolism, such as cholesterol metabolic process (GO:0008203), high-density lipoprotein particle assembly (GO:0034380), spherical high-density lipoprotein particle 143 (GO:0034366), and high-density lipoprotein particle binding (GO:0008035), were also significantly 144 enriched with differentially expressed genes (File S1). Similarly, MeSH terms related to Wnt proteins 145 and signalling pathways, such as Wnt Proteins (MeSH:D051153), Wnt4 Protein (MeSH: D060528), 146 Wnt1 Protein (MeSH:D051155), and their counterparts in GO, such as regulation of Wnt signal-147 ing pathway (GO:0030111) and Wnt signaling pathway (GO:0016055), were found as significant. 148 The Wnt proteins are known to interact with lipids. We also found Steroid 17-alpha-Hydroxylase 149 (MeSH:D013254) and steroid 17-alpha-monooxygenase activity (GO:0004508) as significant terms; 150 these two categories are enriched in genes involved in the synthesis of lipids. Moreover, we detected 151 some MeSH terms related to the immune system regulation (e.g., Interleukin-6 (MeSH:D015850) 152 and Chemokines (MeSH:D018925)). Lastly, Glycoproteins (MeSH:D006023), is produced from the 153 gene AHSG and plays a role in glucose metabolism and the regulation of insulin signaling. Taken 154 together, our findings confirm that MeSH enrichment analysis can either reinforce findings from 155 GO or even bring an additional biological insight. Figure 1 depicts the semantic similarity between 156 significant MeSH terms in the Chemicals and Drugs category. In general, this subset of MeSH terms 157 showed low to high levels of semantic similarity. 158 For the Diseases category, which is unique to MeSH-based analysis, a subset of significant 159 MeSH terms that deserves particular attention in the area of feed efficiency and lipid metabolism 160 in poultry is highlighted in Table 2 . For instance, Hyperplasia (MeSH:D006965) is a potential 161 contributor to abdominal fat mass in broiler chickens; its relationship with Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2 162 (MeSH:D003924) is well-documented in humans. Some MeSH terms directly related to the immune 163 function, such as Newcastle Disease (MeSH:D009521) and Inflammation (MeSH:D007249), also 164 showed a significant enrichment with differentially expressed genes. Interestingly, Hyperplasia and 165 Inflammation showed a moderate semantic similarity according to the MeSH hierarchy (File S1). 166 Selective Sweep Data: Table 2 shows the results of the MeSH-informed enrichment analysis 167 using genes putatively swept or under epistatic selection derived from a chicken diversity panel.
168
Most of these terms are related to insulin metabolism. For instance, resistance to insulin occurs 169 in birds due to high plasma glucose and fatty acid levels; this is supported by Insulin Resistance among a subset of genes under selection is shown in Figure 4 . Notably, a large group of genes, including strawberry notch homolog 1 (Drosophila) (SBNO1), ARP5 actin-related protein 5 (ACTR5),
199
SET domain containing 1B (SETD1B), Obg-like ATPase 1 (OLA1), and histone deacetylase 9 200 (HDAC9) were highly related based on both MeSH and GO-guided semantic similarity analyses.
201
All these genes are involved in chromatin organization and regulation of gene expression. More- guided semantic similarity among functional terms and gene products. We exemplified the potential 212 usefulness of these MeSH-based approaches by using two different publicly available chicken data.
213
The adipose tissue is the major site for lipid deposition and lipid metabolism, and it plays 214 a central role in energy homeostasis. Unsurprisingly, several MeSH terms closely related to fat 215 metabolism, such as Lipoproteins, Apolipoproteins, Fatty Acid-Binding Proteins, and PPAR alpha, 216 were significantly enriched with genes that showed differential expression in fat tissue between high 217 and low feed efficiency broiler chickens. Moreover, adipose tissue is now recognized as a metabolically 218 active tissue that has important endocrine and immune regulatory functions (Kershaw and Flier, 219 2004). Interestingly, we found many significant MeSH terms, such as Interleukin-6, Chemokines, 220 and Immunoglobulins, that are closely associated with the regulation of the immune function.
221
Overall, our MeSH-based findings provide further insights into the biological mechanisms underlying 222 differences in adiposity between high and low feed efficiency broiler chickens.
223
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